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Peer to Peer training opportunity for ZSR Faculty teaching this fall
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Pyatt, Timothy <tpyatt@wfu.edu>
To: ZSR Librarians <zsrlibrarians@gg.wfu.edu>

Fri, Jun 12, 2020 at 12:28 PM

Hi ZSR faculty -As you may have heard in various announcements, the university is providing an exciting menu of opportunities to
support preparation for online and blended course development this summer through the Center for the Advancement
of Teaching, the Office of Online Education, the ITGs, the ZSR Library's Digital Initiatives Team, and the IS Academic
Technology Team (see the comprehensive set of support options).
Just as importantly these teams are rolling out an innovative program of Peer-to-Peer Learning Communities to help
all faculty who are teaching this fall transition to new modalities while preserving the unique character and excellence
of the Wake Forest teaching and learning experience. Amanda and Summer will lead the ZSR learning community
(many thanks to you both). ZSR, along with all the other schools, is expecting all faculty teaching Fall 2020 to take
advantage of this extraordinary program, for which they will receive a stipend of $1,500 upon completion.
Faculty exempted from this opportunity will include those faculty who are already teaching online courses; have
received a BOLD grant to prepare an online course; have taken the 3 week online module training required for
summer school; have pursued online training or taught online courses outside Wake Forest; or have the support of the
dean to be exempted for another appropriate reason. Faculty who are exempted per any of the above reasons but
want to enroll in the Peer-to-Peer Learning Communities Program anyway are welcome to do so and will receive the
stipend upon completion. I would especially encourage library faculty who are not teaching in fall, but will be teaching
in the spring, to enroll.
Kyle and Molly will also be part of this program. Feel free to contact me or those helping lead the program if you have
questions.
Thanks for all of the work you are doing!
Tim
-Tim Pyatt
Dean, Z. Smith Reynolds Library
Wake Forest University
336-758-5090
tpyatt@wfu.edu
http://zsr.wfu.edu/giving/
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